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A MOROCCAN BAND MAKES A PARODY VERSION OF SHAPE OF YOU BY ED
SHEERAN
WADIE AAMDI & Dr BLACK

Paris, Washognton DCc, Marrakech, 18.04.2017, 19:27 Time

USPA NEWS - You will no longer listen to the "Shape of You" refrain in the same way after seeing the Moroccan version of Ed
Sheeran's hit song. "I'm in love with the shape of you" becomes "Amine, noud jib lina chi banyou" (Amine, get up and bring us a bowl)
in the parody published on April on Youtube.

You will no longer listen to the "Shape of You" refrain in the same way after seeing the Moroccan version of Ed Sheeran's hit song. "I'm
in love with the shape of you" becomes "Amine, noud jib lina chi banyou" (Amine, get up and bring us a bowl) in the parody published
on April 2 on the channel Youtube Big Shift and created By Wadie Aamdi, Dr. Black and Abdellah Zarouk. Dressed in dressing gowns,
doctor's blouses and djellabas, these Youtubeurs completely change the lyrics of the song by marinating it in a Moroccan sauce. Thus,
we no longer speak of club and dance as in the original, but rather chicken, rfissa and tuna
sandwich.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If the lyrics are not rewarding, the rhythm is not less dramatic. "Shape of You" is not the first parody on the channel, indeed the singer
Wadie Aamdi has already created the Moroccan version of "One Dance" by Drake but also "Sorry" by Justin Bieber and many others .
It also invites the users, in the end of the video, to propose to them the titles of songs that it could parody. Source Huffignton Post
Maghreb.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The Moroccan group multiplies the clips of parodies of the most popular tubes and has a strong social impact, by its melodies and its
texts, which they amuse themselves to divert in derision. The strength of this new form of musical humor, is to turn into derision,
remaining faithful to the original music and technically very studied, in digital support, which lends itself absolutely to the receptors of
social networks like Facebook. It is a new form of alternative musical expression to combine the fans of humor and pretty melodies. It
is a question whether this kind of operation does not benefit even more the author of the song, derivee in several forms, via the web ...
by creatives as fun!
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